
A CONCEPT OF BETRAYAL IN THE NOVEL THE KITE RUNNER

The Kite Runner centers around Amir's betrayal of Hassan when they were young boys. The novel is set in Afghanistan
where loyalty and pride.

Set in the s in California, the novel The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini is told in flashbacks as the reader
follows the main character through his resolutions to lifelong conflicts. Loyalty and betrayal are important
central themes in the story. America was a river, roaring along, unmindful of the past. He almost exposes
Hassan not his friend, but his servant. It becomes understandable that betrayal is a real test of our humanity,
tolerance and conformance. Amir lives in a house with his father, Baba. Even as The Kite Runner is written as
a work of historical fiction and Oedipus Rex develops a well known and praised Greek tragedy, a theme of
betrayal places itself throughout both. These themes are present throughout the novel and helps build up to the
suspenseful turning points and conflicts that make The Kite Runner exciting to read. He knew I had betrayed
him and yet he was rescuing me once again, maybe for the last time. I laughed because I saw that, in some
nook in the corner of my mind, I had been looking forward to this. The most noticeable display of loyalty is
Hassan towards Amir. Amir feels the gravity of the situation as he reminisces on the mottos Baba had. Amir
was also betrayed because Baba never had the courage to tell him. He regrets not being able to share a life as
brothers. This gives him some redemption. Literature demonstrates that morals can genuinely be learned
through any method. Rodopi,  This existential thought is the cause of everything precedes it. The story is one
of familiar themes such as loyalty, forgiveness, betrayal, love, and redemption. These themes changed the
outcome of many of the events in the novel. He had always known. I could wade into this river, let my sins
drown to the bottom, let the waters carry me someplace far. The novel explains that it is useless to guess
where a person can fall down and begin to change something beforehand. It is even possible to say that
personal motive of the book â€” is a close friendship between Amir and Hassan who was a son of his servant.
Never mind any of these things. He also plans to confront Assef. Amir cannot handle any emotions that
remind him of his coward moments. There is a way to be good again, Rahim Khan had said on the phone just
before hanging up. Except now, he was the ant and I was holding the magnifying glass. Baba displays his
loyalty to Hassan by hiring a doctor to fix his harelip, even though Hassan was a Hazara and a servant. The
Remains of the Day: Film and Novel The Kite Runner is a stunning debut novel, which has already called the
major novel of the century, and its author is considered the living classic now.


